Preliminary results of spatial distribution of uranium and thorium in soil profiles near a uranium industrial site, Guangdong province, China

Abstract. Four soil profiles were collected from locations with different distances (5, 50, 250 and 1000 m) from a uranium mill tailings dam, Guangdong province, China, to investigate the pollution status of the soil in mining/milling-related areas based on the contents of uranium (U) and thorium (Th), thus to understand the impacts of uranium industrial activities to the surroundings. The U and Th concentrations were determined by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) after conventional HF-HNO₃-HClO₄ digestion procedures. The results indicate that the soils within 50 m from uranium tailing were severely contaminated; those in 250 and 1000 m soil samples were observed to be with local background level even though these in 250 m had slightly higher U/Th ratios. Uranium concentrations varied from 5.50 ± 0.27 to 160.55 ± 8.03 mg/kg, with maximum values recorded in an intermediate layer of the 5-m distance soil profile. In comparison, the concentration of Th ranged from 6.02 ± 0.30 to 84.71 ± 4.24 mg/kg, with maximum values observed in the top layer of the 1000-m distance soil profile. The U/Th ratio varied from 0.15 to 11.99 compared with 0.20, 0.22 and 0.26 of the average for Guangdong province, national China and the world, respectively. The mean U/Th of four soil profiles showed a reduction with distance from the uranium mill tailing dam, suggesting the relatively large magnitude of uranium elevation in soils within limited distances.
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Introduction

The environmental issues concerning uranium mining and milling have long been paid considerable attention in wide aspects in the world [1–4]. It is well known that the industrial activities of mining and milling of uranium ores can lead to release of a tremendous amount of radioactive pollutants (wastewater and tailings, as representative carrier) that consist typically of U and Th compounds. Also, the unintended stacking of uranium ores and waste rocks in surface environment would result in leaching of U and Th under weathering and meteorological conditions. Once being improperly treated, these radioactive pollutants can directly transfer to the environmental media, posing a significant threat to the ecosystem and public health in the light of their radioactivity, toxicity, accumulation in the food chain and long-term persistence in nature [5–7].

In the context of increased demand for uranium resulting from skyrocketing development of nuclear power plants in China, it is encouraged to carry out investigation on uranium-induced pollution and remediation strategy. In the present study, a large granitic-type uranium deposit in Guangdong, China, was selected, whose mining and milling activities commenced from 1960s. After 50 years of operation,
the distribution and level of radioactive elements in surrounding soil environment is of great concern. It is natural to wonder whether the local soil is safe for agriculture use. Therefore, the main aim of this work is to investigate the pollution status and influencing scale of this uranium industrial site and the related mining/milling activities to the ambient soil environment with the focus on U and Th. Herein, four soil profiles with different distances from mill tailings dam were studied to preliminarily illustrate the spatial distribution of U and Th in the studied area and give insight into the fate and evolution of these two elements in the soil medium under the circumstance of anthropogenic influence of uranium mining/milling-related activities.

Experimental

Sample collection

As schematically shown in Fig. 1, four soil profiles were selected and sampled in the vicinity of a uranium mill tailings area and downstream area during a pilot survey in December 2011. With the purpose of investigating the pollution status and influencing scale, the selection criteria of sampling points is based on mixed wind direction and water flow direction; more sampling points were selected close to the most polluted site and less ones far away from pollution source. To prevent the sampling contamination, the four soil profiles were collected beginning from the most remote to the industrial sites, marked as A, B, C and D, which were with different linear distances of about 1000, 250, 50 and 5 m, respectively, away from the uranium mill tailings dam. The total collection of 75 samples were from different depths of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 65, 75, 85 and 100 cm for each soil profile. Each individual soil sample was carefully excavated, mixed homogeneously and immediately placed in plastic bags.

Sample preparation and analytical methods

Before laboratory analysis, all glassware and Teflon beakers were soaked in a 0.2 mol/L HNO₃ solution for 24 h and then rinsed with ultra-pure water (18.25 MΩ/cm) from a MilliQ-system (Millipore, Milford Corp., USA). Soil samples were air dried at 25°C and were ground to pass through a 0.149-mm nylon sieve. Hundred milligram of each soil sample was accurately weighed and carefully transferred in a 50-mL Teflon beaker, then followed with HF-HNO₃-HClO₄ digestion method on an electrothermal plate. Nitric acid (HNO₃), hydrofluoric acid (HF), and perchloric acid (HClO₄) were all of super-pure grade. The measurements of U and Th were performed with inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, PerkinElmer, Elan 6000) at the Guangzhou Institute of Geochemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences. A certified reference material was digested along with the samples to assure the precision and accuracy of analysis. The coefficients of variation of triplicate analysis for the studied elements were below 10%, and the accuracy was confirmed to be within ±5%.

For the determination of soil pH, the method described in Ref. [8] was adopted. Air dried soil samples were mixed with ultra-pure water with a ratio of 1:2.5 (soil:water) and the pH of the clear supernatant was measured using a pH meter (Sartorius pH-2C, Germany).

Results and discussion

It is visible from Fig. 2 that the concentration of U in profile A is very low, which seems to be affected by little anthropogenic factors. However, U and Th contents in the profile are not seemingly low, that is, 5.50 ± 0.27 to 19.37 ± 0.97 mg/kg, averaged 11.83 ± 0.59 mg/kg, and 17.57 ± 0.88 to 84.71 ± 4.24 mg/kg, averaged 58.09 ± 2.90 mg/kg, respectively, both twice the values of Guangdong province (the average U and Th concentrations of 5.51 and 27.92 mg/kg, respectively) [9] and greatly exceeding the soil background value of 2.79 mg/kg in national China and the world of 2.0 mg/kg for U [10, 11]. Furthermore, both the maximum values emerged at the surface layers.

Many researchers use concentration ratios of U/Th to illustrate the U-related enrichment or contamination [12, 13]. In particular, the U/Th ratio may distinguish U resulting from the artificial sources such as manufacture of nuclear fuels, coal-combustion or from natural sources and indicate the relative level of U elevation [12]. In the present study, as shown in Fig. 3, the ratios in profile A ranged from 0.15 to 0.31, averaged 0.21, which is...
slightly higher than the average of Guangdong province (0.20) but in near agreement with the average of national China (0.22, based on the average U and Th concentrations of 2.79 and 12.8 mg/kg, respectively), non-agricultural fields in Japan (0.23) [13], 0.19–0.31 for surface soil around potential uranium mining site in India [14], and reported world average of 0.26 [15]. These data imply that the contents of U and Th are natural-occurring background, in spite of being both with higher concentrations.

Therefore, the variations of concentrations of U and Th across the profile may relate to the process of natural weathering, evolution and mineral bound leaching. The upper layer of soils with dramatically high pH might be linked to composed alkaline mineral or occasionally residual lime by human to prevent the trees from the worms and pests.

As shown in Fig. 2, the U and Th contents in the profile B are much lower when compared to profile A, that is, 6.95 ± 0.35 to 9.7 ± 0.49 mg/kg, averaged 8.44 ± 0.42 mg/kg, and 27.31 ± 1.37 to 39.66 ± 1.98 mg/kg, averaged 35.47 ± 1.67 mg/kg, respectively, but higher than the value of Guangdong province [9], national China and the world average for U [10, 11]. Concentration ratios of U/Th were in a range from 0.23 to 0.29, averaged 0.25, subtly higher than profile A, but it is still comparable with the values from Guangdong, national China and the world (Fig. 3). Nonetheless, the lower pH values of upper soils might be associated with sulfuric acid leaching activities. It is worthy to note that heap leaching site was about 500 m away, where huge amount of sulfuric acid was used to leach uranium ores. The aerosol particles combined with droplets of sulfuric acid, under the suitable meteorological circumstances, might transport with long distance. As the profile B was in a lower and smooth terrain compared with heap leaching sites, thus it was susceptible to the airborne acid transport. Therefore, even though the concentrations of U and Th comprehensively represented natural levels, it was probably subtly affected by the uranium industrial activities to some degree.

As to profile C, as shown in Fig. 2, the U concentrations were rather high in deeper samples while Th represented normal contents compared to profile A and B. It indicates the process in which a great deal of U has largely migrated vertically down the profile, other than Th, as a result of quite different chemical properties. The special geographical location of this soil profile may help understand the high occurrence of U. Around profile C, there was a polluted stream (stream 2 in Fig. 1), where were located with the outlets of processed wastewater piped from milling area, also a wastewater pond full of pipelined effluent (pH ~3–4) with 2.091 mg/L of U and 0.030 mg/L of Th in the close vicinity found in our earlier investigation [6]. Furthermore, the tailing seepage (even though the flow was fairly small) with 1.863 mg/L U also directly discharged into the stream. On the one hand, the fact that the very low pH values of soils ranged from 4.28 to 4.94 demonstrated the homology of acidity between soil and discharged wastewater. Therefore, it may be deduced that the U migrated into the soil profile by means of aqueous transfer from the polluted stream. On the other hand, the influence from heap leaching activities only about 300 m away together with meteorological condition might not be neglected. It could further acidify the soil and expedite the migration of U into the solid phase.

The U concentrations in 1–30 cm depth of soil layers almost keep constant, then show a sharp increase downwards and reach an extremum at the depth of 75 cm, where a layer of humus were distinctively observed. The drastic variation of pH amongst the depth of 50–45 cm in the soil profile might provide the evidence for the existence of acid substances such as humic acid (HA), as representative of humus, which has been proved to effectively absorb U, and strong complexation between HA and U(VI) under a wide range of environmental conditions has been extensively studied [16–18].

In terms of concentration ratios of U/Th in this soil profile, as exhibited in Fig. 3, they were in a range from 0.41 to 2.98, averaged 1.53, which is significantly larger than those in profile A, B, and the average of Guangdong province, national China, and the world as well. The wastewater with a U/Th ratio of 69.7 was highly expected to contribute the source to profile C based on above-mentioned reasons.

For the profile D, as clearly seen from Fig. 2, disturbed distributions of U and Th across the profile were observed. The reason why the top 5 cm of soil was with extremely low concentration of U and significantly higher Th content across the whole profile might attribute to the great mass of vegetation in the topsoil, which would have favourably assimilated U while facilitated immobilization of Th in the biological process. The variation of pH in the soil profile also illustrate the biological effect in the upper layer. Alternative reason could also ascribe to the physicochemically active property of U and relatively inert for Th. As Th tends to be tightly adsorbed by the soil particles, not easy to be leached out, its capability of horizontal or vertical migration would be much weaker in contrast to U. Except for the top layer of soil, the deeper soil profile display somehow similar trend for U and Th, in despite of much more dispersed distribution of the
former element. The maximum value of U appeared in the intermediate layer of the profile, indicating relatively long history of vertical migration from the surface. The fluctuations of the concentrations suggest different periods of pollution from uranium tailing surrounded in the terms of concentration ratios of U/Th. The values are in a range from 0.28 to 11.99, averaged 7.53, which is the largest amongst the four soil profiles, as shown in Fig. 3, indicating the relatively large magnitude of uranium elevation. The local uranium tailing with U/Th ratio of 57.62 was likely to contribute the source to profile D mainly owing to the geographic location.

Conclusions

Measurements of U and Th concentrations as well as concentration ratios of U/Th in four soil profiles near a uranium mining/milling site, Guangdong province, China, have provided valuable information on horizontal and vertical distribution of U and Th contamination in soils in typical Chinese uranium industrial activities, indicating and distinguishing both the magnitude and source of the two elements from uranium industrial operations and natural background. Owing to the discriminative properties between U and Th, the latter is susceptible to tight adsorption by the soil particles, relatively difficult to be leached out; its capability of horizontal or vertical migration would be much weaker compared to U. Accordingly, maximum U concentration was detected in an intermediate layer of the 5-m distance soil profile, while maximum Th content was observed in the top layer of the 1000-m distance soil profile.

To sum up, the horizontal influence with respect to U and Th concentrations in soil environment by the local uranium industrial activities was temporally limited within 50 m in distance. The samples in 250- and 1000-m soil profiles primarily exhibited natural level, rather than the anthropological influence. However, in the soil profile in 1000 m in spite of very low U/Th, its background level of Th concentration was with high elevation and, therefore, it is not suitable for agricultural use. Even though preliminary results have been obtained, more comprehensive and larger-scale investigations are needed to understand the profound geochemical process involving U and Th migration in soils under stress from increasingly enhanced anthropological activities.
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